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Technical Rider | Dance Alliance 

The following information outlines the technical requirements of BYU-Idaho Dance Alliance. We 
appreciate the assistance of the facility management in providing the best your facility can offer. 
 

STAGING & SOFT GOODS 
 

The Company needs an area at least 40 feet wide by 30 feet deep on stage. The entire area 
should be visible from all seating and capable of being well lit in its entirety. A crossover is 
needed upstage - either behind the performance area and hidden from view, or a corridor 
directly behind the stage.  
 

Legs (wing space) should be arranged in a symmetrical fashion so as to mask lighting booms   
(see lighting section) from the view of the audience. Borders should be likewise hung to mask 
overhead lighting equipment. Black legs and borders are preferred.  
 

A main drape isolating the stage from the audience is preferred, though not required. A lightable 
cyclorama is also preferred but not required. 
 
HOSPITALITY 
 

Two (minimum) dressing rooms are required to accommodate 8 men and 27 women with 
adequate space to change costumes quickly in reasonable distance from the stage. Dressing 
rooms should have chairs and racks for hanging as well as water for the performers (may be 
provided by sponsor). 
 
AUDIO 
 

The Company travels with a small audio mixer and a small PA and intercom system. For larger 
venues, a pair of XLR connections (left & right) will be provided to tie into the venue's PA system, 
which should be capable of producing a full range of frequencies for musical playback 
(subwoofers preferred). Also, in larger venues, the company will need access to intercom 
backstage, lighting booth, and audio booth. 
 
LIGHTING 
 

Lighting should provide for: 
Front Light: Two colors - Amber, Blue 
Top Light: Four colors - Blue, Red, Amber, Lavender 
High Sides/Pipe Ends: Three colors - Lavender, Blue, No-color with leaf breakup pattern 
Side Light: Three or four booms/trees per side with three fixtures each. Shins at 1 ft, Mids at 3.5 ft, 
Heads at 5.5 ft. 
Cyclorama: Three colors - Red, Green, Blue 
The company does not travel with a lighting console. The venue should supply a console capable 
of recording at least submasters, if not cues. House lighting should either be controllable from the 
console or other controls located near the console.  
 

Contact: Gary Larsen, 208-496-4858, larseng@byui.edu 
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